Abstract. This is an expository paper that describes and compares five methods for extrapolating to 
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DAVID A. SMITH, WILLIAM F. FORD AND AVRAM SIDI from three earlier ones by simple arithmetic (no matrix inversions), and the exact solution is found as the leading entry in the 2kth column, where k is the "essential degree" of the problem. We always have k =< N, and sometimes k is much smaller than N. The polynomial algorithms find the exact solution as a weighted average of k + 1 terms of the sequence (same k), where the k independent weights are found by solving a linear system of that size.
In practice k is not known, but all of the methods may be applied with a possibly much smaller "effective degree," which is essentially the number of "dominant" eigenvalues of the sequence generator. Thus, even in the linear case the extrapolations are approximate, which leads to the need for iteration ("cycling") . If the sequence generator F is not linear, but has a Taylor expansion in which the linear part dominates (in a suitably small neighborhood of a fixed point), then the methods may still be applied. The transformed sequence obtained by cycling tends to converge quadratically, because small deviations from linearity in the initial data (given sequence) are transmitted linearly through the extrapolation.
In the next two sections, we derive MPE and RRE and prove that they give the exact solution for the right degree k. In 4, we present Brezinski's generalization [8] of the Shanks-Schmidt transform. The original transform led from systems of equations to Wynn's formulation [35] of the epsilon algorithm for scalar sequences. The generalized transform leads from systems of equations to TEA, and from there we make the necessary connections with SEA and VEA in 5. The exactness result for TEA is a consequence of the derivation (an intricate computation with determinants). For VEA it is a difficult theorem of McLeod [25] , which has an extra hypothesis that remained a challenging puzzle until just recently, when Graves-Morris [19] approached the problem from a fresh point of view and gave the first satisfactory proof.
In 6, 7, and 8 we extend the algorithms to the nonlinear case by cycling, sketch the error analysis for MPE and VEA (along the lines of Skelboe [31] ), and discuss the theoretical support for quadratic convergence. Section 9 treats strategies for practical implementation of the methods. So far as we can tell, there is no practical implementation for TEA; its primary role seems to be as a theoretical "bridge" between the two families of methods. Section 10 explores alternate interpretations of these methods, additional relationships they have to each other and to other vector extrapolation methods (including Chebyshev and conjugate gradient), and further historical and bibliographical details. The paper closes with some numerical examples that illustrate the relative merits of the methods in various circumstances.
This paper is expository in nature. Our contribution to this subject consists of the analysis and synthesis of the work of others. Elsewhere [30] we present original work that includes introduction of a more general family of methods and a complete error analysis of these methods for linear problems without cycling, i.e. successive application of the extrapolation along the base sequence.
While this paper was in the refereeing process we learned of the work of Professor Jean Beuneu [2] . His work provides another way of studying in a unified context the methods discussed here. The extrapolation methods to be derived are all based on differences, and it will be convenient to have abbreviated notation for first and second differences of the vectors xj. We write (2.3) uy= Axy= xy+t-xy, (2.4) vy A2xj Auy uj.+ u.
For a fixed integer k (to be determined), we define N k matrices whose columns are the vectors of differences (2.5) U=Uk= [23] or [32] ). In principle, computation of U / calls for inversion of a k k matrix; we will discuss practical computation of c later.
Before stating the extrapolation formula for obtaining s from the xj's, we observe that e gives us the coefficients for the minimal polynomials of A with respect to all of the vectors u i, and also with respect to all the error vectors xi-s. We write P(h)= rQ(,), where r is the multiplicity of h as a factor of P. Thus, c0=c c 
From (2.13), we have
Thus formula (2.14) in MPE may be replaced by (2.16) =Xo-
where the coefficients by are defined by (2.15 which we now turn our attention.
5. The epsilon algorithm. With a remarkable burst of insight, Wynn [35] discovered, very soon after Shanks [29] published his paper on the sequence transformation (4.11) , that the required ratio of determinants could be evaluated recursively for increasing k and n, without the use of determinants or matrix inversion. The result is the (scalar) epsilon algorithm, which is given by the formulas (5.1) e(__n 0, En)=Xn, n=0,1,2,. ., Once we see what has to be proved, a proof by induction is not difficult, but it requires several pages of determinantal identifies and expansions, which we choose not to reproduce here. (See [35] or [9, pp. A connection between SEA and GSS may be made in the following way. If one chooses the arbitrary vector y in (4.10) to be the th standard unit vector in N-space, and then ignores all but the th component of the extrapolation, the result will be the th component of the vector computed by SEA. Brezinski [8] , [9, pp. 172-205] has shown how to make a stronger connection between the epsilon algorithm and GSS by an appropriate interpretation of "inverse" of a vector, i.e. how to solve the system (4.2), (4.4) to produce the extrapolations (4.10) by recursivc formulas of the form (5.1), (5.2). Indeed, the possibility of such a connection was his reason for introducing GSS, which, as we have noted, is not an effective computational scheme in itself. (a-)-=a (the second inversion with respect to a), space E'. In this generality, the even and odd columns of the epsilon array are alternately in E and E', respectively, and inversion is defined on (most of) E E'. We may see that Theorem 3 is a generalization of Theorem 2 by considering the case of dimension N 1, and indeed the proof of Theorem 3 is essentially the observation that the definitions of GSS and TEA have been properly constructed to permit Wynn's argument to be extended to generalized determinants. See [8] or [9] for the details.
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Our primary purpose in describing TEA is to demonstrate the connecting link between "polynomial" type algorithms such as MPE and RRE and "epsilon" type algorithms. TEA solves equations (4.1)-(4.4) for s without the necessity of matrix inversion, but at a cost of generating almost twice as many terms of the sequence {x }.
However, TEA has not been notably successful as a numerical algorithm, and little is known about appropriate selection of the auxiliary vector y, let alone optimal selection.
A much more successful extension of (5.1)-(5.2) to the vector case is that given by Wynn [36] , who suggested interpretation of "inverse" as the Samelson inverse (5.9) w-X=w/llwll =.
This is also the transpose of the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of w, considered as a matrix. Furthermore, it is a special case of Brezinski's notion of inverse of an ordered pair, with only pairs of the form (w, ) considered. The vector version of (5.1)-(5.2) in this case is called the oector epsilon algorithm (VEA), and the recursive formulas take the form (5.10) e=0, e(f)=x,, n=0,1,2,..., (5.11) o(,,)
These formulas are simpler than those for TEA in that they do not require an even-odd distinction, and VEA has also turned out to be the most useful member of this family of algorithms from the point of view of numerical computation. However, it suffers the (theoretical) defect (6.4) IIs, / x -s I I O(11 s,-s I1=).
(ln the case of the epsilon algorithms, we also assume that all the required quantities in the computations for each extrapolation step exist.) Arguments for (6.4) in the VEA case were given independently by Brezinski [4] and Gekeler [17] . Skelboe [31] where P* is the "almost annihilating" polynomial k (7.9) P*(X) E c hi.
jffi0
We write (7.10) Ilall max Ilajll.
0_jk+l
Then we need to show that, for Ilall sufficiently small, P*(1) 0 (so that s* exists), and (7.11) IIs* II---o(lla II). It then follows that k-1 (7.14)
In particular, for Ilall sufficiently small, P*(1):0, since P(1):0. Finally, we combine (7.13) and (7.14) to compute P*(1) I " IIs* sll--II e*(e)s* e*(1)s =< P,(1)s, P(1)s[l+lP*(1)-P(1) I " Ilsll
Since P * (1) #: 0, we also have (7.15) as desired.
=o (11, 11 Up to now we have said nothing about determination of the "magic number" k (degree of the minimal polynomial), and in fact there is no practical way to determine k in advance. Fortunately, it is not necessary to do so. Cabay and Jackson [12] have observed that even poor approximations to k and to the coefficients e of P can lead to good approximations (via MPE) to s, and the same is true of the other extrapolation methods. The reason for this is evident from the eigenvector decomposition (4.13). For k < degP, only the "dominant" components appear in (4.13), and a small error term is neglected; instead of achieving equality in (2.11), the least squares solution (2.12) gives coefficients of an "almost annihilating" polynomial that is the "best" monic polynomial of degree k for eliminating the influence of k dominant components of the error. (Similar comments, apply to RRE and the epsilon algorithms, but the sense of "best" depends on the method. Further details of this interpretation of the methods will be provided in the next section.)
Thus an appropriate way to implement MPE and RRE on the first cycle is to extrapolate to Sm,k from Xm, Xm+l,'',Xm+k+l with k= 1,2,3,. -, and stop when the least squares residuals, or the solution residuals Sm,k-F(Sm,k) are acceptably small.
When there is strong separation between the "dominant" and the "small" eigenvalues, there is often a precipitous drop in the magnitudes of these residuals when k reaches the number of dominant ones (multiplicities included). In other cases the decline in residuals with increasing k is gradual. However, with cycling, even a k large enough to produce only one or two orders of magnitude difference between IISm,kll and IlSm,k-F(Sm,k)ll will be sufficient to produce convergence of the extrapolation sequence. If k is too small, we cannot expect this convergence to be quadratic, but it may still be far faster than the convergence of the base sequence (if any).
There is no absolute guarantee that the k accepted on the first cycle will continue to work on subsequent cycles, but in practice it always seems to. If k is actually degP on the first cycle, then with high probability it accounts for the error components corresponding to all the eigenvalues of A, since there are only a finite number of special directions for x0-s in which any could be missed. In this case, the required degree could not increase on subsequent cycles. In practice, the number of dominant eigenvalues whose error contribution must be suppressed remains [12] introduced the minimal polynomial extrapolation (so named by Skelboe [31] ), but in the form of (2.16), which is a little more complicated to compute than our MPE. They trace the underlying idea to Schmidt [28] and note that little had previously come of Schmidt's ideas except the direction taken by Shanks [29] and Wynn [35] with the e-transform and epsilon algorithm. Independently of Cabay and Jackson, Medina [26] described an acceleration algorithm that was essentially MPE, except he chose a polynomial whose coefficients sum to 1 rather than a monic polynomial. Both [12] and [26] dealt with the case of a linearly generated base sequence only; Medina used cycling and inter-cycle runs of the sequence generator, whereas Cabay and Jackson used neither. Medina used least squares solutions of the inconsistent equations; Cabay and Jackson preferred the Krylov method [34, pp. 369-377] for its computational simplicity while still achieving "nearly minimal" residuals, as opposed to the actual minimization of least squares.
Skelboe [31] was the first (in print) to bring together the work of Brezinski and Rieu [11] and Gekeler [17] on application of the (cycled) vector epsilon algorithm to nonlinearly generated sequences with a cycled version of MPE (based on [12] , not [26] [24] . Eddy has unpublished work on the full rank extrapolation, also dating to the early 1950's, which eventually led to his work [13] , [14] on the reduced rank extrapolation (RRE), and it is his presentation we followed in [}[}2 and 3 for both MPE and RRE. We can now demonstrate how closely related these two methods actually are, and in the process add another insight into how they work.
We return to equations (3.2) s*= E "tjxj, . , "l 1.
j=o j=o
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 1, xj-s---AJ(xo-S), j=0,1,2,..., this differs from R as defined in {}2 by the normalizing factor P(1).) Some authors have taken (10.11) as the definition for polynomial extrapolation methods (see, for example, [18] ). Faddeev and Faddeeva [15] use the term "universal algorithm" for such methods when the coefficients are determined independently of the particular sequence being acCelerated. (We would call such a method "linear," in contrast to the methods studied here, for which each s* is formed in a nonlinear way from the given vector sequence.) They show that, with strong assumptions on the locations of eigenvalues (confined to an interval on the real line), both maximal suppression of components of the error vector and minimization of residuals lead to Chebyshev-type methods (the classical method in the first case). By focusing on the spectral radius rather than the norm of P(A), Germain-Bonne [18] has shown that methods not depending on symmetry or real eigenvalues may be devised, but at the expense of needing to know approximate locations in the complex plane of all the eigenvalues.
Vorobyev [33] where k is fixed (to suppress the error components corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues) and the coefficients are to be determined directly from the sequence of vectors. Note that the Cabay-Jackson form of MPE and RRE, as given by (2.16) and (3.4), respectively, both have this form when the starting point is allowed to "slide" along the base sequence, and the (2k)th column of each, of the epsilon arrays implicitly has this .form as well. Vorobyev also writes the problem in a form equivalent to that of Theorem 1 (i.e., MPE), with coefficients to be determined from a system of equations equivalent to (2.11) "in one way or another." The idea is not pursued further, and no reference is given, but he calls this "the extrapolation method." Instead, Vorobyev determines the coefficients for his accelerated sequence by the "method of moments," which involves successive projections on certain subspaces and orthogonalizations of these projections. He. shows that, for a self-adjoint A, the error lls-s*ll is O(IXk/lm), where h k / is the (k + 1)th largest eigenvalue.
All of the methods studied here have "sliding" (as opposed to "cycling") versions, applicable primarily to linearly generated sequences of the form (2.1). Elsewhere [30] we introduce a sliding method that is conceptually and computationally simpler than either MPE or the method of moments and that has a similar error analysis.
11. Numerical examples. We have conducted numerical tests of the five methods described above with many linear and nonlinear vector iteration problems drawn from a variety of sources: [1] , [3] - [5] , [7] , [11] , [12] , [16] , [17] , [20] , [36] . Cabay and Jackson [12] RRE is not shown in Fig. 1 (2) = = = MPE (q) = = = MPE (6) MPE (8) VER (2) VEIl (6) VER (8) Fit}. 4 [17] has the form (11.2) with 3.9 -3.7 2.4 -0. 5(1, 1, 1, 1 )t.
The iteration has both (1, 1, 1, 1) and (3, 3, 3, 3) as fixed points. The base iteration, VEA, and SEA all converge to the latter from the given starting point, but MPE initially jumps to components less than unity and then approaches (1, 1, 1, 1) from below. Figure 8 shows roughly quadratic convergence of MPE with k---2 and VEA with k-4. But this convergence is to different answers, and thus is governed by different sets of eigenvalues.In fact, F'(1, 1, 1, 1) is the matrix B in our Example 6, which has eigenvalues 1.5, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, whereas F'(3, 3, 3, 3)B-I, which has eigenvalues 0.5, -0.4, -0.3, -0.2. Thus MPE is solving a divergent problem with all the eigenvalues relatively large, while VEA is solving an "easier" problem with relatively small eigenvalues. In particular, the relevant set of eigenvalues is misstated in [171. 
